Virtual Passport

Complete the three steps to earn your Girl Scout Passport Patch.

1.) **Travel Vision Board:** If you could go anywhere in the world where would you go? Draw a [map](https://www.elitedaily.com/p/how-to-create-a-travel-vision-board-for-2019-to-make-your-dreams-a-reality-15518949) of the world and pinpoint all of the places you would like to visit someday. Mark those places with a star or symbol unique to you. You may also use ribbon, yarn, stickers, or buttons to mark the famous places you would like to visit.

For travel inspiration visit these links:


2.) **See the world:** Choose one location from your vision board and take a virtual tour of a famous landmark or museum to learn more about that destination. What is at the top of your travel bucket list? What is your favorite part of this tour?


3.) **Virtual Home Tour:** Explore your own backyard and the hidden beauty close to home. Create a virtual tour complete with a travel soundtrack and important landmarks/symbols unique to your space. Think about how you have been influenced by the people and places closest to you. How have those people, places, and experiences shaped your personal history?